T
TOPLINE PRODUCTS
4651 STATE ST
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
877-648-9500
WWW.TRADEUNION.COM

opline Products offers its billet
wheel adapters. The company’s
adapters are made from the
finest aerospace quality, T6061 grade
aluminum for superior strength and
hardness. Topline currently offers
adapters in 4-lug, 5-lug, and 6-lug
applications, to fit the majority of
your wheel installation needs.
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T
TOYTEC LIFTS
10650 IRMA DR #23
NORTHGLENN, CO 80233
303.255.4959
WWW.TOYTECLIFTS.COM

OYTEC LIFTS has introduced a
new front adjustable coilover
shock system for the 2007-2009
Toyota Tundra featuring Bilstein 5100
shocks. These are adjustable from 0 to
3 1/2" front lift and come fully assembled, ready to bolt on. Featuring
unbeatable ride quality with Bilstein
dependability; these are great for
additional lift to clear larger wheels
and tires. RAPID RESPONSE 155

T
TRUCK COVERS USA
8970 CRESTMAR POINT
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121
858-622-9135
WWW.TRUCKCOVERSUSA.COM

ruck Covers USA introduces the
American
Rack
System.
Designed and engineered for
sports enthusiasts, and a perfect fit
for full size trucks and SUVs.
Incredibly strong and aesthetically
pleasing, the adjustable rail accessory
system allows multiple attachment
scenarios with sports attachment
accessories from other manufacturers
such as Yakima and Thule.
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T
TRUXEDO, INC
PO BOX 1078
YANKTON, SD 57078
877-878-9336
WWW.TRUXEDO.COM
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ruXedo’s TonneauTraX includes
an innovative rail design that integrates a unique cargo management tie down track into the tonneau
cover system. Just roll open the tonneau
cover to unveil the rail system with
quick attach cargo anchors that secure
large and heavy cargo. The anchors can
be quickly and easily repositioned; just
pull the handle, slide to the desired location and lock into place. Heavy-duty
clamps, steel constructed cargo anchors
and a 1000 lb. working load limit and
more. RAPID RESPONSE 251
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